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Chimpanzees and bonobos show different cooperative tendencies when
the prize is easily monopolizable food: bonobos cooperate more than
their less socially tolerant relatives.James R. Anderson
When faced with a task that can
only be solved by two individuals
working together, who are wemost
likely to cooperate with? Although
reciprocal altruism might explain
cases where some individuals
appear to cooperate for no
apparent reward in the short term,
intuitively, cooperation seems
most likely to occur between
partnerswhowould share the gains
of the cooperative effort. A recent
study of chimpanzees [1] showed
that individuals who co-fed
peacefully were more likely to
cooperate on a task that required
simultaneous pulling on ropes to
drag in food rewards. Now, as they
report in this issue of Current
Biology [2], the same research
team has extended this line of
investigation to compare social
tolerance and aptitude for
cooperation between chimpanzeesand their closest phylogenetic
neighbors, bonobos. The results
suggest that cooperation may
occur more in societies in which
selection has occurred for
emotional reactions that limit social
intolerance in potentially
competitive situations.
To structure their study, Hare
et al. [2] set up two opposing
hypotheses based on known facts
about behavior in these two
species of apes. The ‘emotional
reactivity hypothesis’ predicts
greater cooperative ability in
bonobos because of these apes’
more relaxed social relationships,
including fewer and less intense
conflicts over access to resources
such as food [3]. The ‘hunting
hypothesis’, in contrast,
emphasizes the fact that only
chimpanzees have been
observed hunting cooperatively
for mammalian prey in the wild
[4]; such behavior has neverbeen reported in bonobos. This
latter hypothesis therefore leads
to the prediction of greater
cooperative success in
chimpanzees.
The first experiment by Hare
et al. [2] confirmed that bonobos
were more likely than chimpanzees
to co-feed peacefully on freely
available food; this was especially
true when the food (pieces of fruit)
was clumped. In the second
experiment, pairs of individuals in
both species were presented with
a simple, but ingeniously designed
task requiring cooperation.
Originally developed by Satoshi
Hirata [5] of the Great Ape
Research Institute at Hayashibara,
Japan, the apparatus consists of
two food dishes on a platform
beyond the subjects’ reach. A
length of rope is threaded through
two loops attached to the platform,
and each end of the rope is left
within reach of a subject. If only one
subject pulls, then the other end of
the rope retreats away from the
partner and eventually comes
unthreaded. The end result is no
food. But if both subjects pull
together on their respective rope
ends, then the platform and the
food dishes can get dragged within
reach.
Dispatch
R243As expected from previous
studies that used various
apparatuses [1,5,6,7],
chimpanzees sometimes worked
together when both dishes
contained food; in fact, in this
condition there was no noteworthy
difference between their degree of
success in obtaining food and that
of bonobos. But when a condition
was introduced in which a single
dish was placed in the center of the
platform so that the food would be
more easily monopolizable, the
cooperative performances of the
two species differed. In this
clumped food condition, the
bonobos were more likely than
the chimpanzees to cooperate.
Furthermore, when chimpanzees
did cooperate to get clumped food,
one of them monopolized it more
frequently than was observed in
the bonobos.
Overall, therefore, the results
support the emotional reactivity
hypothesis rather than the hunting
hypothesis. Hare et al. [2] suggest
that, although chimpanzees
understand that they require
another’s help for obtaining
clumped food, cooperation is more
likely to fail in this species because
of their greater social intolerance in
potentially competitive situations.
In bonobos, the argument goes,
there has been selection for social
emotions that counteract social
intolerance (or competitiveness),
and this in turn has favored the
emergence of stronger cooperative
tendencies.
This study is notable because it
raises questions about conditions
that might have played a role in the
evolution of cooperative abilities in
recent human ancestors. It is worth
noting, however, that a similar
approach was taken 15 years ago
in a comparison of two species of
macaques. Tonkean macaques are
considered to be a ‘socially
tolerant’ species, with relatively
relaxed dominance relationships
compared to rhesus monkeys,
which are considered to be
‘despotic’ [8,9]. To assess whether
cooperation might occur between
individuals in these species, heavy
stones were placed over food
items in each group’s enclosure
and then the monkeys were
allowed to try to get the food [10].
Although no cooperation emerged,Figure 1. Tonkean macaques’ social tolerance allowed two individuals to displace
heavy stones (‘co-production’) and eat uncovered food, but more despotic rhesus
macaques did not do this [10]. Photo: Bernard Thierry.successfully displacing the stones
to reveal the food was more
common in the group of tonkean
macaques (Figure 1). The reason is
that this species’ higher
inter-individual tolerance in the
vicinity of the food gave rise to
more frequent instances of
‘co-production’, when two
individuals pushed together with
sufficient force to move the stone.
Typically, both individuals then ate
the food. This type of co-action has
also been implicated in facilitating
the transmission of a novel form of
tool-use in tonkean macaques [11].
Another group of species that
could be valuable in further testing
of Hare et al.’s [2] hypotheses are
the capuchin monkeys, which
actually combine the two
characteristics that Hare et al. [2]
set against each other, namely
social tolerance, including frequent
transfers of food, and hunting
involving coordination among
individuals [12]. Tufted capuchin
monkeys cooperated on an
apparatus requiring the combined
pulling strength of two individuals,
and there was a greater likelihood
of food being shared following
cooperation than if the reward
was obtained through a single
individual’s effort [13].Hare et al. [2] list several
potentially fruitful directions in
which this line of research could
go, including further testing of
bonobos for their understanding of
the collaborative nature of certain
tasks: for example, will they
preferentially recruit the best
collaborators, as do chimpanzees?
[14], and comparing different
age-class and sex-class pairings
of chimpanzees and bonobos. It
would also seem worthwhile to
extend these investigations to
include other species with known
differences in tolerance levels,
and also to use other types of
cooperative tasks. In a recent study
of cooperation in capuchins [15],
the conventional type of task
requiring simultaneous, similar
actions was replaced by
a sequential task in which one
individual was required to make
a specific action on an apparatus
so that a second individual could
then effect another action and
complete the task. This allowed
the clear demonstration of
division of labor and
exchangeability of roles.
Finally, there is the question of
solicitation. In the classic study of
cooperation in chimpanzees,
Crawford [6] described how some
Current Biology Vol 17 No 7
R244apes would actively encourage
others to cooperate, through gaze,
gestures, and physical contact.
A recent paper [5] described
chimpanzees soliciting aid from
a human to solve the cooperation
task, but never soliciting each
other. It would be interesting
to know more about the
communicative acts going on in
cases of both cooperation and
non-cooperation in chimpanzees
and bonobos, as this might reveal
evenmore about social cognition in
these apes.
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Retrograde actin flow, the
centripetal flow of newly
polymerized actin, is the
consequence of two synergistic
forces: directed actin-filament
assembly at the cell cortex pushes
the elongating filamentous network
away from the cortex, and myosin
molecules anchored more deeply
within the cell are thought to pull
the elongating filamentous network
inward. Retrograde actin flow has
been extensively studied in higher
eukaryotes where it is required for
cell migration and actin-based
intracellular motility. Retrograde
flow also occurs within individual
polarized actin bundles, such as
filopodia and stereocilia. Huckaba
and colleagues [1] have now found
that the fundamental mechanisms
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de flow of budding yeast actin
is inhibited by a specific
ing yeast therefore contains
cidating the mechanistic details
discovered that type II myosin
contributes significantly to the
retrograde flow rate of actin cables
in budding yeast. Furthermore,
they found that a specific
tropomyosin isoform (Tpm2p)
negatively regulates retrograde
flow in budding yeast, possibly by
inhibiting myosin II from binding to
actin filaments within the cable.
Actin cables in budding yeast
therefore appear to be an excellent
model for investigating the basic
machinery that drives retrograde
actin flow.
The underlying mechanisms that
promote the retrograde flow of
actin on the order of 1 to 5 mm per
min in migrating animal cells are
beautifully complex (Figure 1A,B).
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2007.02.005complex, which triggers the rapid
de novo assembly of a densely
branched actin network that
pushes on the cell cortex [2].
Branched filaments are ideal for
pushing because they are rapidly
capped by capping proteins, so
they remain short and rigid. The
branched network is subsequently
recycled a few microns from the
leading edge by ADF/cofilin
molecules, which specialize in
dismantling ‘old’ ADP-loaded actin
filaments, ensuring that actin
monomers are continuously
available at the leading edge for
reassembly [2].
Filopodia, composed of long,
straight bundled actin filaments
whose ‘barbed’ ends are also
pointed away from the interior of
the cell, extend from within the
branched network in many cell
types, such as neuronal growth
cones in axons (Figure 1A).
Filopodia may provide an
exploratory function for migrating
cells and are assembled by factors
that inhibit actin-capping proteins
such as Ena-VASP family proteins
and/or formins [3–5]. Filopodia and
the surrounding branched actin
network undergo retrograde flow at
approximately the same rate [6].
Inhibition of actin assembly does
not stop retrograde flow in animal
